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Abstract

The color-flavor transformation is applied to the U(Nc) lattice model, in which the gauge

theory is induced by the chiral scalar field associated with an elementary plaquette. The flavor

degrees of freedom are related with the number of generations of the auxiliary field, and flavor

components of each generation are associated with all the plaquettes having a lattice site in

common. The property of the dual color-flavor transformed theory, which is expressed in terms

of the gauge singlets, are analyzed in d 2 and d = 3 dimensions. The saddle point solution of

the model in the large-N, limit is discussed. The correlations between the plaquettes, which are

described by the dual theory, allows to define the dual lattice. In d = 3 dimensions it is made

of tetradecahedra which correspond to the cubes of the original lattice. The continuum limit of

d = 2 effective theory is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The complexity of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) originates from the random character of

the gauge field in the low-energy regime whereas at the small scales it becomes classical. One

of the most successful approaches to analyse QGD in non-perturbative domain is related with

the elegant lattice formulation of the gauge theory by Wilson [1] where strong coupling regime

becomes natural. On the other hand the continuum limit of lattice QCD corresponds to the weak

coupled regime. It was shown by Gross and Witten [2] that the two-dimesional lattice QCD can

be solved exactly in the large N, limit and there is a third-order weak- to strong-coupling phase

transition. The problem, which persists over the years is, if there is such a phase transition in

the realistic SU(3) four-dimensional gauge theory.

One of the ways to attack this problem is related with the notion of duality [3] which

naturally appears in a lattice theory. The general idea of duality is that there is not just one

unique formulation of the theory but two, or even more equivalent ones, with different sets

of fundamental variables. Usually these dual formulations are related by interchange of some

parameters, like coupling constant e and its inverse l/e2 . For example, in the weak coupling

limit the action of the Abelian lattice gauge model can be approximated by the Villain form

(see e.g. [3, 4) which allows to define the dual variables. Moreover, it was shown that there is

a duality transformation which transforms the compact U(l) gauge theory into a non-compact

Abelian Higgs model [5).

The dual variables are defined not on the original lattice but on the dual lattice which is

obtained by a shift of the original lattice by half of the lattice spacing a in all dimensions.

Thus, the lattice duality supposes not only transformations of the variables of the functional

integration but also transition to the dual lattice.

This approach is related with reformulation of the model in terms of the plaquette variables

[20, 21]. Recently, following the idea of [6], Diakonov and Petrov [7] make use of the direct

Fourier transformation from the link variables to the plaquette variables in d 3 glyodynamics.

The latter can be characterized by their plaquette momenta J which are then promoted to

the dual variables. The integration over the link variables can be performed by making use

of the standard Wigner functions D(J, (U) and the corresponding SU(2) dual lattice is made

of tetrahedra which represent 6j-symbols appearing as a result of such an integration. In the

continuum limit the effective theory is explicitly equivalent to the quantum gravity with the

Einstein-Hilbert action. The disadvantage of this scheme is that for the higher rank gauge

groups and in d > 3 dimensions the calculations become rather involved.

Another approach to analyze non-perturbative QCD, the so-called 'Induced QCD", was

initiated in the 90s [8, 9]. This direction originated from Sacharov's idea to treat the gauge theory

as induced quantum field theory. In the Kazakov-Migdal model [8] the Wilson lattice action is

induced by the auxiliary heavy scalar matrix fields which are taken in an adjoint representation
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of the gauge group SU(NJ). This field can be diagonalized by a gauge transformation so that in

the large N, limit the functional integral over eigenvalues of the matrix field, which serves as a

master field, is saturated by a saddle point of the effective action. The induced action obtained

via integration over the auxiliary fields contains the traces of products of the link variables along

all possible contours. However in the large mass limit, only one-plaquette loops survive and the

Wilson action is recovered.

The interest in the Kazakov-Migdal model was mainly inspired by its exact solvability in the

large N, limit but its continuum limit is questionable. Moreover, for inducing fields in adjoint

representation there is an extra local ZN symmetry which leads to infinite string tension (the

so-called local confinement) rather than the conventional area law for the Wilson loop [10]. That

is also the case for the adjoint fermion model of the induced QCD [9].

Another example of the QCD) inducing model was proposed by Bander and Hamber [11, 12].

In this approach the Wilson action is recovered if the number of flavors of the auxiliary fields

goes to infinity simultaneously with the mass. This model does not suffer from the extra gauge

symmetry [13, 14] but is not solvable even in d = 2.

In the present note we would like to discuss another approach to the model of Bander-

Hamber type. We shall argue that our construction marries together a modification of the

induced QCD with duality. The dual formulation of our model of the induced gluodynamics on

a lattice is related with the trick of the "color-flavor transformation" [15]. We recently applied

this transformation to the truncated lattice SU(NC) model which describes the quarks of two

flavors coupled with background gauge field ([16], see also [18, 17]).

After this work was completed, I learned that Schlittgen and Wettig also tried to apply

the SU(N) color-flavor transformation to the QCD inducing model (19]. However they did not

derive an effective color-flavor transformed action which is the main goal of the present work.

2 Induced Wilson action

We consider a Euclidean U(NJ) gauge action with no fermions in d dimensions placed on a

hypercubic lattice with lattice constant a. The choice of U(NJ) instead of the realistic SU(NC)

is irrelevant in the large N, limit which we shall use.

As usual the lattice sites are labeled by n (1, . .. , n~d), the plaquettes are labeled by the

index p and the gauge matrix variables

U,,(n) =_U~~ =U(n+") = exp iagAi(na + ) EE U (NJ (1)

are placed on lattice links n ± P/2 (we could label links by their middle points), starting from

sites n in any of the directions p = 1, .. . , d. Then the Wilson gauge action is given by the sum

of the one-plaquette actions

ad-4

Sqiuons = gTr EZ(UP (P) + UJ, ()) (2)
22 p
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over all elementary squares (plaquettes) of the lattice. Here g is the bare coupling and the

plaquette field Up as usual is defined as an ordered product of the link variables along the

boundary of the given plaquette:

(Up)m, = U~~)~+4"Ul~~,4Uln" (3)

The partition function of the model is defined as

Z =1 DUeSo .. (4)

where the invariant measure of integration is defined as VU =HdU(n+A) and dU(n+4) is the

Haar measure on the group.

Generalization of the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula allows to identify the lattice field

strength tensor F,. as

(Up)t,, = e 2 Fw+q )(5)

where the field strength tensor

F,,= amA, -,0,A, -[A,,,A,]

is taking value in the Lie algebra u(NJ) as F, = FaTa and the generators Ta are normalized

as Tr(TaVb) = 1 dab. Expansion in the lattice spacing up to the second order yields for an

elementary plaquette

Tr(Up),,, ;: Ne + iga2 Tr F,, - 2a4 'Tr F,2
2

and in the continuum limit the standard action of the gauge field is recovered:

Thus, the lattice gauge action (2) is written via plaquette matrices (Up),,, whereas the

variables of the functional integration remain the link matrices U.~ of (1). One may integrate

over the plaquette matrices explicitly [7, 20, 21] by changing the variables of the integration.

However this procedure is rather technically involved and can be applied only in a few simple

cases. We would like to investigate a possibility to apply another approach, which is related

with some modification of the QCD inducing model by Bander and Hamber [11, 12].

Let us consider a massive complex bosonic field placed on the sites of an elementary pla-

quette lying in the (w) plane (see Fig 1). For each lattice site n we shall consider two "chiral

components" O(L' (n) and 0(` (n), which are hopping in opposite directions. These fields will

be referred to as "left" and "right" respectively.

Since there are 2d links adjacent to the given lattice site, it is shared by 2d(d - 1) plaquettes.

Thus, the indices gu, v of the bosonic field at the lattice site n are associated with the plaquettes
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site multiplet whose components are associated with all plaquettes having this site in common.

There is a difference from the model considered by Bander and Hamber [11, 12] where the flavor

degrees of freedom of the matter fields are not associated with any plaquette.

Thus the chiral matter field can be thought of as an Nb-component vector in an auxiliary

"flavor" space (here the index b stands for "bosonic"). The number of "flavors" has to be a

multiple of 2d(d - 1), that is the dimension of the "flavor" space is k x 2d(d - 1), where k 2

is a number of "generations" of the bosonic fields. We also suppose that the bosonic field

transforms as a vector with respect to the transformations of the gauge group U(NJ). Thus, we

shall consider the N, x Nb matrix field q$9 where the "color" index i = ,.., and the "flavor"

index a = 1, . .. , Nb. A similar model in which the Yang-Mills theory is induced by the scalar

fields in the fundamental representation of the U(N)gauge x U(N)global group group was recently

proposed by Suranyi [22].

To complete our notations we shall fix the orientation of the plaquettes, that is, equally

define the separation into the "left and the "right" components for any plane of d-dimensional

lattice. Each plaquette is labeled by two indices IA, v = 1, . .. ,d, pi 0 v according to the plane

which is defined by the vectors fi, P~. We shall define the "left" chiral component hopping on a

plaquette in the (liv) plane as

PL (n) ~ OL (n + m (,v)) - L ( +pi+ ) -~O ( maX (IA,v1)) --- tPL () (7)

and the "right" chiral component hopping in opposite direction. The remaining 3 plaquettes of
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where the matrix MR has the form

Mb 0 0
def 0 1Mb -U 0i+))(2

1V1R -U(n+") 0 0 Mb

Then the partition function becomes

Z = J NhP,RD0b,RU exp{- SL - SR}, (13)

where the lattice action is given by the summation over all plaquettes: S± = E S[U, q5L,R, ObL,R].
p

Let us prove that as other inducing models [1 1, 12], the model (13) generates the Wilson form

of the action of lattice gluodynamics (2). For the sake of simplicity we suppose that the flavor

components ae degenerated in mass Mb,. Then the functional integration over the auxiliary

fields in (9), for example, yields

/ qLDL exp{-SL} = Det k ML =fDet k[,M1 _ (UP)M,(P)] (14)
p p

where k is a number of 'generations' of the auxiliary fields. Thus, we can write up to a constant

J D ~DOL exp{- SL} J1jDet -k(1 -I UP (P)) (15)
p

where 13b = m- . Similarly, the functional integration over the "right" chiral component ~R, OR

in (1 1) yields fDh$DfR exp{- SR} =fDet k(l1 -b1 ((P)) (16)
p

Thus, the integration over the bosonic fields in the functional integral (13) of our lattice

model induces the effective action

S = kZ[InDet(l - j3Up(p)) + nDet(1 - 13bUt.(p))]
p~~~~~~~~

= k E Tr[ln(l - I6bUp(p)) + n(l - 3U' (p))]
p~~~~~~~

The fib expansion of the induced action (17) clearly yields

S ~ k/br E (UP (P) + (4(r) (17)

p

which coincides with (2) if we identify

ad- 4 (18)

Let us say a few words about the continuum limit of the model. In d= 2 and d 3 the

physical coupling remains fixed as one takes the lattice spacing a goes to 0 and simultaneously
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kfib -4 oo. In d = 4 this limit corresponds to the asymptotically free continuum theory. Recall

that the mass of the auxiliary fields is measured in the units of lattice spacing: m = ma.

Therefore the auxiliary fields become non-observable in the continuum limit if the corresponding

correlation length = (am)' = 4 remains finite. However, we believe it remains small

enough to justify the expansion in j.We leave the discussion of the validity of f3-expansion for

later.

Finally, let us make one more comment. It is known that in the induced QCD approach

the Wilson action of the lattice gluodynamics (2) can be generated not only by means of the

scalar matrix field, as it was done in the original Kazakov-Migdal model [8] and in its simple

predecessor [11], but also via fermionic matrix field [9, 12]. We can also consider a fermionic

counterpart of the bosonic plaquette actions writing in analogy to (9), (1 1) the massive fermionic

"left rsp. "right" plaquette actions as

S[U, IPL,'L] = &LIv)NLO V'
S[U,l~R,1'RI = -~(P)NR R('

Here the (L,R)Y"") are two chiral plaquette multiplets which compose the Grassmann anticom-

muting Nf x N, matrix field defined at the lattice cites of the (, v) plaquette in the same way

as the bosonic plaquette multiplets (8). The fermionic auxiliary fields are coupled via matrices

NL,R (cf eqs (10)),(12))

NL de (UMf U 0 UiL±(n)

df (n +,C' Mf(n~ 0 0
df 0 m~nft U Mn+f I

NR= ~~00 m-(nPfl M

Mf n+(n+) 0 
andeac coponntof he ermoni paquttemuliplt s lbeld b th "olo" idexi2

1,. ,N~as ell s tef "favr indx f =,.. Nf An the dieso0 fte"lvrsae

Tnah fuctionlentegatoo e the fermionic ie mldis i a db theepartition functio

z f D&P,RDZPL,RD~exp {- Z(S[U, &L ~bL] + S[U, #RibR1)} (19)

induces the eective action (cf (17))

S = -lZ[InDet(1 +f Up(p)) +In Det(1 +f (p))]
p~~~~~~~~~

=-1 'ETr[Iin(1 + O~fUp(p)) + Iln(1 + O3f Ut(p))].
p~~~~~~~
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Here /3f = m . Clearly, the Of expansion yields the conventional Wilson action (2) again. The

gauge coupling constant shall be identified in analogy to (18) as g 2 d- and the auxiliary

fields vanish from the physical spectrum of the continuum theory when the correlation length

p31/4 remains finite in the limit a - 0, 1 - 00.

Having considered both bosonic and fermionic induced lattice gluodynamics we can also

represent the plaquette action as the ratio of the fermionic and bosonic determinants:

ep adciF (U P+u) Det (1 _I fUP)k P~ (20)
L~g2 Det (1 - /3bUP~kDet (i - 3bUt)

Thus, the partition function of the model can be approximated as a Gaussian superintegral

=jDU f DP~D~ exp [- PL (Jij + /3L,a(U) LP, Rp,~~ +fi3R,a(Ut)3)/ j, (21)

where the composite index a includes both bosonic and fermionic auxiliary variables. They

are defined as vectors both in the group space (i, j = 0,1. .. NJ) and in the auxiliary spaces

dimension k, 1 respectively, that is a = 0, 1.... k for the commuting variables and a = 0, 1.... 1

for the anticommuting variables.

Thus, there are different ways to induce lattice QC1) but in all the models we discussed

here, the Wilson action (2) can be recovered in the limit of large number of generations of the

auxiliary fields. We restrict our consideration to the bosonic QCD inducing model (13).

3 Color-flavor transformation of the induced lattice theory

Though the equivalence of model (13) and Wilson glyodynamics can be established only in the

limit of sufficiently large mass and number of generations of the auxiliary fields, we would like to

study some interesting properties of the underlying theory with the minimal realization of the

flavor space of dimension Nb = 2 x d(d - 1). Thus, we suppose that there is only one specie of

the chiral auxiliary bosonic field on the lattice site n which is associated with a given elementary

plaquette. This simplification allows to make use of the trick of the color-flavor transformation

[15] in the most simple form.

Let us consider the interaction term of the bosonic action (9), (11) on a given link n + fi/2

of an elementary plaquette p lying in the (pv) plane of d-dimensional hypercubic lattice. The

path ordered product of the link matrices which is defined by the "left" action (9) is depicted

in Fig. 3. Note that there are 2d - 2 plaquettes which are glued together at the common link.

Above we constructed the plaquette multiplets (8) which allowed us to write the plaquette's

action concisely. However our task now is different, we have to consider the link action Su(n±~').

Thus, we shall compose the corresponding bosonic fields into another two link multiplets, which

9
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that is, the fields q(V)(n + P) of both chiralities are coupled via the U matrix to the fields

O(Y()- in our notations above these indices obviously corespond to the same plaquette. The

gauge group matrix U defines a parallel transport along the link.

The bosonic U(N,) color-flavor transformation on the link P replaces the integration over

the gauge group with the Haar measure with integration over a complex matrix-valued field

Z(n),Zt(n) [15, 16]

I dexp[b(n±4 ; -p) Uj'(n+,),Dj(n; p) +4 (n; p)Utj3(n+f)T (n +/i; -M)]
U(N.)

- fxbXN dp(Z, Zt) Det(l1-ZZt)Nc:

exp ± (n L; PZa~+4 F~ + ; mu) ± 'Ij(n; UZtb.(n+f)',p(n; i)] (24)

where dp(Z, Zt) is a normalized invariant measure of integration.

Note that the auxiliary "left" and "right" chiral components of the bosonic fields in the

color-flavor transformed action become coupled ultralocally via Z-field in pairs through their

flavor indices. Since on a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice the dimension of the auxiliary flavor

space is fixed by the number of the plaquettes which share the link n + 4i/2, such a Z field acts

in the space of plaquettes adjacent to this link and its entries describe the correlation between

these plaquettes. In other words, if the U-field is responsible for the transport along the link,

the Z-field is responsible for the correlations between different plaquettes. We shall see that the

latter correlations become suppressed in the large mass limit.

Grouping all auxiliary fields at the site n we get the local action

d

-Sz[IP(n), ,D(n)] [3 [+(n; pi)Zt(.n±').((n; pt) + $(n; -p)Z(n- i)P(n; -tt)] (25)

which is diagonal in color indices. Clearly, the mass term

Sm = mb[P(n; ±1 u),'(n. ±tt) + T(n; ±IA)TI(n; ±p)]

is diagonal both with respect to the color and flavor indices. Thus, the remaining functional

integral over the bosonic fields is Gaussian and can be evaluated. However there are 4d(d - 1)

auxiliary fields and the integration becomes rather involved. Thus, let us first analyze the simple

cases of d = 2 and d = 3.

3.1 d=2 effective action

The simplest possible situation corersponds to the model placed onto 2-dimensional lattice

spanned by two orthogonal unit vectors 4A and i'. Let us consider four directed links having

the lattice site n in common. The "left" relevant configuration is the one shown in Fig. 3. The
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space of corresponding auxiliary fields is of dimension 8 and, according to (25),(22), the link

multiplets are four chirally conjugated complex scalar doublets

(n. p) ~f ( OR' ) (n def ( V '~
'I'(n;1u)) ("-v)(n

L R~~~~~=I (p26)

which are coupled with four 2 x 2 matrix fields Zt (n+i4), Zt(n+l), Z(n- 4) and Z(n-) defined

on 4 links adjacent to the point n. Thus, in d =2 the action (25) becomes

-Sz[T(n), D(n)] lin ~ t(+}(; )+'(;-)~-~(;-) (27)

where, for example, the matrix Zt(n+f) is of the form

Here the lower index represents the link, while the upper pairs of the indices correspond to the

plaquettes. Thus, the Z field is a matrix in the space of plaquettes. Its off-diagonal entries

correspond to the corelations between the plaquettes (, v) and (i, -v) while the diagonal

elements describe the correlations within a given plaquette.

We are interested in an effective action written solely in the terms of the Z fields. Thus,

our next problem is to integrate the auxiliary fields out. In the low-dimensional case d = 2 this

can be done applying 'brute force', because the direct Gaussian integration obviously results in

a functional determinant of a matrix of dimensions 8 x 8. This determinant can be evaluated

comparatively easy. However, in a general d-dimensional case, this approach does not work

since it yields the determinant of a matrix of dimensions 4d(d - 1) x 4d(d - 1) whose entries

are different components of the Z fields and the evaluation of this determinant becomes rather

involved.

The point is that (2d - 2) dimensional link multiplets (22) are not proper variables of the

functional integration. To arrange a block structure of the resulting determinant we shall once

more regroup the components of the auxiliary fields, which are defined at the lattice site n, into

new chirally conjugated site quadruplets:

(ji,v) ( PL29

KL R1

Clearly, these multiplets compose all the variables of the functional intergration. In the color-

flavor transformed local action (27) they are coupled via two complex 4 x 4 matrices in the flavor

space, V VV and WtP which include the components of the Z-fields:
(is) (v) 

-Sz["', )] = 4)(Mw)V ")iI,(,w) + (30)

12



Here the lower index indicates the link where Z field is defined, while the upper pair represents

the 'free' plaquette indices of the site quadruplets 29 which cap the link.

The matrices V and W can be compactly written if we make use of the basis elements of the

simple matrix algebra of order 2

Tvn=ell = ( ) T 2 _=e22 = ( 0), T e2 =(0 ) , T 4 _=e12 = ( (31)

which satisfy

eijekL = 6
5
3keil, i, i,k,l1 = 1, 2

Then the matrices V(" and W" "can be expressed via the direct tensor products of first two
gp) (V;

of these generators and Z-fields for the '' and 'v' directed links respectively:

V = -T 1 ® Zt(n+ a) + T2 ® Z(n-"); W le r2 [Ti ® Z (n- + T'2 ® Z t (n+ )r~' (32)

where the matrix

2 T 2r'- = T 1 ®0T 2 +T 2 0T + T 3 ®T 3 +T 4 OT 4 0 1 0(33)

permutes the first and the fourth components of the site quadruplets (29). Thus, the partition

function at the lattice site n becomes

-Zcn) =JDI(n) D J!(n) Db (n) D'1(n) exp [MbmtI)-~(~

and the functional integration over the auxiliary fields at the site rn yields

Zz(n) -~ Det-Nc (W~ rb) = Det-NcIm b M

cx exp [-Nc'1rln(l _ M bVW)] exp [Ncmb Tr(VW)],

where we used the large mass expansion. Clearly, the factor N, in the exponent appears because

the color indices are decoupled and the Gaussian integral is a product of N, identical integrals.

The computation of the trace yields

/1 U'~4 1A v

Note that only diagonal elements of the Z-matrix fields in the leading order of expansion in

* ~1/Mb contribute to the functional determinant, that is, the correlations between the plaquettes,

which are described by (35) are factorized into the sum of four independent two-points correla-

tions. Recall that the entries of the Z matrix field are defined in the middle of the links. It is

therefore natural to represent all these correlations in terms of the dual lattice (see Fig. 4).
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where the effective action can be written as the sum of two terms

-S[Z] Tr [m2VW + E ln (i - Z(.+6)Zt(n+fi)]. (36)

3.2 Saddle point equations and continuum limit of the d=2 effective theory

The appearance of the factor N, in the exponent of the partition function (35) naturally suggests

to imply the large-N, limit. Note that this limit is also needed to provide convergence of the

bosonic color-flavor transformation, which is well-defined only if N, Ž 2Nb = 4d(d - 1). Thus,

in the color-flavor transformed model the large-N, limit becomes natural. Indeed, the structure

of the action (36) suggests that in the large mass limit the functional integral over the Z, Zt
fields is sharply peaked about the matrices close to unity, that is we can make use of the scalar

ansatz Z = zll; Z t zI, with z and z two scalar functions to evaluate the partition function

in the saddle point approximation.

After inserting this ansatz into (35) we obtain

Tr(VW) = 2 [z* (n+ f) + z(n- )] [* (n+) + z(n-~) (37)

and the action on the scalar ansatz becomes

S~z] = 2Z [ >j ln [1- + m [z* (n+ 4) + z(n- 4)] [z* (n+) + z(n-~]] (38)
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In varying the action (38), the variables z and z* are to be considered as independent, which

leads to two sets of saddle point equations

Z(n+if) -mlz*(n-iP)'

z(n+ ) + z (n- ~) = mzn~ ~*n~
Z, 2 2 1 l zz*(n+4~) - zz n

which can be resolved if z is just a spacetime-independent real number:

Z* 2()

There is also a trivial solution z = z*= 0.

Thus, the auxiliary scalar field cannot be set too heavy since the effective action on the

saddle point configuration2

becomes imaginary as m2> 2 in units of lattice spacing a. However, even if we restrict the mass

of inducing fields to the interval 1 < M < 2, the corresponding induced coupling j3 remains

small enough to justify the large mass expansion.

Let us consider a continuum limit of the model (36). We again use the scalar ansatz for the

Z-fields to write the action as

-S[z] M- { 2[Z*(n+4) + z(n-f)][Z*(.+~')+ z(n-')] + E ln[1- z(n+&)z*(n+L)I} (40)

Following [7], we can redefine the variables z(n+A-), z(n+~"), which appears in the middle of the

links p, vi, as differences of w(rn) taken at the neighboring sites:

Z (n+) w w(n + 1A, v) - w (tt, v) P~ ao9, w(n) + a2wn 

z(n-) w(ji, v) - w(n - ti, v) aO,1aw(n) - (n

etc. The Jacobian of this transformation is given by the determinant of 2 x 2 matrix composed

of the second derivatives: J(w) = Det(i9,Oa). In terms of these new variables one easily obtains

I n [1 - z(n+&)z*(n+&)] I n(l + a 2 1O'Wo"W*) a2 5
[z* (n+ 4) + z(n- fl] [z*(n±+ + Z(n- )] l 2a2 Re o,w49w.

Recall that in the d = 2 model the correlation length m-1remains finite in the continuum

limit. Then the effective continuum coupling /3 = m- 2 also is finite and in the continuum limit

the effective two-dimensional action becomes

-S a2 E E &w( 0 * + 2 M- 2 Re owOaw
n a~~~~~~~tt~~~~~~v ~~(41)

d 2 X [t~)tx + (yw)(49yw*) ± 2,3 Re a.,wayw]
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a coupling constant f3.

Furthermore, we can use the method of Ref. [7] and identify the functions with the

external coordinates of some manifold. The metric tensor of the manifold is gij = 82 w &jw* and

the determinant of it is

Det gij = g E 1.. ,~kw)aj4lw)

2

Then the kinetic term of the continuum action (41) can be represented in terms of the metric

tensor as (w) (a 1w*) = gii in correspondence with Ref. 7]. However there is no straihgtforward

generalization of the above considered continuum limit of d = 2 model for a higher dimensional

case.

3.3 d=3 effective action

The consideration of the model on 3-dimensional lattice spanned by three vectors it, C', P becomes

more complicated since the space of auxiliary fields is now of dimension of 24. First, we have to

fix the orientation of the plaquettes in 3 planes (pv), (pp) and (vp) according to the convention

(7). We suppose that p -> 1, v --- 2 and p - 3, thus the left chiral components run on these

plaquettes as in Fig. 5.

Let us analyze the structure of the action (25) in that particular case. According to the

16



definition of the link multiplets (22), there are 6 scalar quadruplets whose explicit form is

/(v)(n) /'p (nv (n)~
kR (R (
L p)_ dd() 

T 'nIP) XP(n. v) def (n.-P( de

O't~~p) (n) (~n) O(I'(-n p)

-Sz['IJ~~n), ()]p (n A [1(; )Zf(n (n ) ± (; aZP-}'(n; () (2
L L',L

I Zt" P)~' Zt(n) ~ Lv At(-1)(n) Zt'('P etc (43)

Tos siply the valio ofithe6 funtrionafldso detriano fndo the oo-lvr6rnfre dele

ink d, we ave to bing te aetix, hic ouple aln hs utilt n otan ifrn

ofThe sarlink fomuoftipemtr4int Zthe4 sitexqadples

/ (/.M,V) / (,u,) \,(M (vP p

~~~t(AU') (/I,-L') z Jj(/ ') 'M 'R V 'tg-),,, PR

conpterms of the varibleso he blocl-acioa42 canm beurewten as(cf eq. (30)) ponnt

+ ',v) + @(' 4(V
OR + +pp(v P
(+-v + (t"_p;) ~'") IC _~~P~p)

(pv) def 0 (,up) def 7 



where the components of the Z fields are now regrouped into new 4 x 4 matrices which ae

coupled with the site quadruplets (44) in the action (45). As before [f (30)] the lower index of

these matrix fields is associated with the link which carries the components of the Z field, while

the upper pair represents the plaquette indices of the site quadruplets which cap the link.

The matrices O a = p v; fl, y = v, p are defined on the first two links and couple the

multiplets 4 and TI, one of these matrices is the above defined d=2 couplig matrix which
(A~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~p

appears in (34). The matrices W'"1 a V, p; 3, y = ,', v are defined on the second and third

links and couple the multiplets 'k and 1D, one of these matrices also appears in (34). Unlike the

d=2 model there are two more matrices R(')and Sa' which live on the second links and

couple the fields b, (1 and 'II', TI respectively.

These matrices can be written concisely by making use of the above defined generators Tl'

(31). Let us supplement the permutation matrix Tr2 of eq. (33) by two other matrices

T1T3®li±+T4 ®Th( 1 0 0 

01 0 0

which permute all four indices of the site quadruplets simultaneously, (1, 2, 3,4) (3,4, 1,2)

and (1,2,3,4) ~(3,1,4,2) respectively.

One can consider the basis elements of the matrix algebra (31) as generators whose tensor

products with a complex 2 x 2 matrix define different embeddings into a matrix of dimension

4 x 4. Then each of the 6 matrices of the Z field can be written as an expansion in the basis of

the generators Tis:
4

z = Zi T

where 2 x 2 blocks in components are given by

z 1= (Z11 Z12) ; Z2 = (Z3 Z34) Zy = ( 31 Z32) Z- (Z13 Z14\
Z21 Z22} Z43 Z441 Z41 Z421 Z23 Z24J

(45)

With all these shortnotes at hand, we can write

`)- Zt(n±~)+ TrZl(n-f')T1 - O(ii) - Z tLnA)~ 1 -l ;
(IL) - p -2 2 

O" Zt (n-i- ) rj' + TlZ 4 (n-); VPv) 7- rZt (,+±) + 3 )~1 

=('P Zt(n±") + rIZ 1(n-")rj'; W(Pfj) = T2Z~(n±~')Tl +Tr3 Z 2 (n-c')T 3
1 ;

W(J'l 7 3Zlj (nf-I-1~ T + r2 Zl(n-0)7r~ 1 ; W"",L) - r2Zt (n+~)Tr 1 ± rZ(-)-l
(p) 22(p)2 22

W(~~~~) 7'~- + r2 4 n~r; W(VP) _ t n+-j)~ +P 3 Z 3 (n- )7';
(jIAv) T3 Z1 (n-i- ~ )-r~ (p) - r2Z3-j 1

S() = T2Zt(n+") + T3 Z 3 (n- )'l ('u = Zt n~c' T 1 Z 4(n-r)T3
1l
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To complete our calculations and carry out the integration over the scalar fields we compose the

site multiplets (44) into 12-plets

def I def iiIP 
c= j(ppp) j T 11=

* k ~~~~~~~~~(z'~~~& P) J k ~J(iP ) 
which become coupled with the total coupling matrices. These matrices have the following block

* ~structure

def V(vJ) (p de (vi) wPf)WP)(6
a a k a Wv)(p~) W(p))

Clearly, the mass term of the auxiliary fields needs to be taken into account in the final expression

for the action. Then the matrices StP and R('P appear as off-diagonal blocks of the total

mass matrices

(~ Mb, 0 0 (Mb 0 SJ;)
de def(v 

M1= ~0 Mb 0 M 2 = 0 Mb (47)KR(LI) 0 m 0 b ~ 0 0 Mb, 

respectively. Note that Det M1 Det M 2 = mb.

Thus, the complete action can be written in the form

-S[T, 4)] = 4VT +4PWID + 'M 14 + ~PM 2 PI

and the functional integration over the auxiliary fields yields the determinat of the full coupling

matrix of dimension 24:

Det-'c (, v) Det-Nc(MM 2 - VW) c Det-Nc(l - M~-1MT'VW) (48)

Since

( 0 0m 1 0 -s j m=

= R(P~u)mrn2 O m-i 1 ) 
0 -1 0 m-

the leading order of the large mass expansion yields

Det-Nc(1 - M~T1MT 1 VW) c exp [NJ~rn(1- -VWI -zexp [-mT(VW)] (49)

where the explicit form of the trace is

Tr(VW) = + ZIL)(IL)t~,III

+ Zt PP'PP) ' Z t(,p),(,',p) + zF~)&IP fPP(~

+ ztf')' 9P p + A'~~z~''~ (50)
Zt+ ~L~Zt(t)(I-P)(IPP) + Z(I )(I , (IpL,

m LI pL

Zt( LI~,P( IP)(I,p),L) + zt(I,P),(LI(,-p)z(,p),(Ip

p LI p LI
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Figure 6: A tetradecahedron of the dual lattice corresponding to the cube of d=3 original lattice.

Note, that as in the d=2 model (cf (35), in the leading order of the expansion in 1/mb only

diagonal elements of the Z-matrix fields contribute to the functional determinant and the cor-

relations between the plaquettes, which are described by (50) are factorized into the sum of

12 independent two-points correlations between the diagonal components of the Z matrix field.

Therefore, the cube of the original d=3 lattice on the dual lattice corresponds to the of tetradec-

ahedra whose edges corresponds to this correlations (see Fig. 6). The plaquette of the original

lattice corresponds to a tetrahedron, six of those precisely fit the tetradecahedron of a dual cube.

This is exactly the structure suggested in [7]. However, the higher order corrections in 1m2

make the geometry of the dual lattice much more complicated.

Finally, we arrive at the effective action of the 3d dual gluodynamics which has the same

structure as (36):

S Z] Tr [m2VW + ln (i- Z(nl+")Zt(nl+&))] (51)

It looks plausible that this results holds in any dimension.

Note that there is a relation between the space of the pairs of plaquette indices of d-

dimensional space (a, fl) where ae, / = 1, 2... d, and the root spaces of two Lie eu(d)-algebras.

Indeed, one can set a correspondence between the ordered pairs (a, ff) with positive aZ and ,
and the basis elements of the simple matrix algebra of dth order:

(,3-e,, if a < 6,a,6 >O0;

(-a,-3)i-e,6c if a < 8, c,/3> 0.

Here the d x d-matrices ea6 are d-dimensional generalization of the two-dimensional basis (31):

the entry in the ath row and fith column of ea,, is equal to 1 while all other entries are zero.
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With that ordering the matrices e and e can be identified as the raising and lowering

generators E.,j of an su(d)-algebra which is characterized by the set of the simple roots 4/3j

respectively. To cover all the space of the pairs of the plaquette indices we have to consider also

the second set of the ordered pairs (-a, /3) and (a, -/3), which can be set into correspondence

with a complimentaryd-u(d)-algebra in the same way.

For example, in the d=3 model with the above ordering of the indices p -+ 1, v -+ 2 and

p -+ 3, the plaquettes (p, v) and (-p4, -v) correspond to the matrices

(p, v) F-+e 12 = ` 0 0 J E -p-v) --+ e21= I 0 oj E~
0 o 0 '0 0 0

where /31 is one of the simple roots of the s9u(3)-algebra. The second positive root i32 can

be set into correspondence with the plaquette (, p) whereas the third positive composite root

/33 = /31 ± 2 corresponds to the plaquette (p, p).

To identify the raising and lowering generators of the second ~6iu(3)-algebra we have to con-

sider, for example, the pairs of the plaquettes (, -v) and (-p, v) which can be mapped into

the matrices 12 and e~21 in the same way. This corresponds to the first simple root of the

siiu(3)-algebra.

This construction can be used to integrate over the auxiliary fields in a general d-dimensional

case [25].

3.4 d=3 saddle point solution

Since the form of the effective action (51) is identical to that of the d=2 model (36), the saddle

point approximation can be applied to the d=3 effective action in the same way as above. We

have mentioned that in the large mass limit the functional integral over the Z, Zt fields is

sharply peaked in the vicinity of the trivial configuration and we can again make use of the

scalar ansatz Z = zl; Zt= z*II, with z and z* two scalar functions.

This greatly simplifies the expression (50) which on the scalar ansatz can be written as

Tr(VW) [Z*(n+~') + Z(n-~')][Z*(n+4) + Z(nl- A)l + [Z*(n±.) ± Z(n~-)][Z*(n+~) + Z(n- A)]

+ [Z*(n+O) + Z(n-k)][Z*(n+~") + Z(n-~')]

(52)

Taking into account the ordering of the indices the trace term (52) can be written as

Tr(VW) [z*(n+6) + Z(n-f)I[z*(n+i + Z(n-f)]

where a 1..d.

Variations with respect to z and z now gives three sets of saddle point equations which,

compactly, can be written as

z [*(n+f) + z(n-6.)] b 2~~-~~ b m _z*(53)

1- ZZ*(n+f)- l zz*(n-j)l(53
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Here a~, 6 = 1, 2, 3. The non-trivial solution is

IM 1- (54)
z~~z* 4

Thus, in the d=3 model the mass of the inducing scalar field has to be restricted to the interval

1 < Mb < 4 in units of the lattice spacing a. The effective action on the saddle point configuration

becomes imaginary as m2> 4. It is twice as much comparing to the d=2 effective theory.

4 Concluding remarks

We have considered the dual formulation of the lattice theory which induces the Wilson action

when the numbers of flavors of the auxiliary fields goes to infinity and the fields are sufficiently

heavy. In our model the flavor degrees of freedom are associated not only with the number

of 'species' of the inducing field but also with a particular plaquette, on sites of which these

fields are placed. The notion of chirality of the auxiliary fields doubles the number of flavor

degrees of freedom which can be classified into three categories according to the 'generation' of

the auxiliary field, spatial dimension of the model and chirality.

Although the continuum limit can be achieved only in the infinite-dimensional flavor space,

it is also interesting to investigate the properties of the lattice model by itself, with no reference

to the limit of infinite number of flavors. Our goal was to discuss the particular simple case of

the low-dimensional theory with one generation of the chiral auxiliary field.

The structure of the inducing theory naturally allowed us to apply the color-flavor transfor-

mation to obtain the dual effective theory in terms of the colorless matrix Z field. Because of

the complexity of the color-flavor transformed effective action, the expansion in inverse powers

of mass is of great help. This allows to reveal the structure of the leading order correlations

between the plaquettes which yield the dual lattice.

The color-flavor transformation for SU(NC) theory yields some difference which is related

with decomposition of the colorless sector of the Fock space into disconnected subsectors labeled

by the baryonic charge Q [16, 18]. Our consideration above corresponds to the sectors Q = 0

with no contributions of closed baryon loops [19]. The investigation of the effect of these loops

is in progress.
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